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By Serge Schmemann

Vintage. Paperback. Condition: New. 350 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.6in. x 1.2in.Tracing the lives of
his Russian forebears, Serge Schmemann, Pulitzer Prize-winning foreign correspondent for the New
York Times, tells a remarkable story that spans the past two hundred years of Russian history. First,
he draws on a family archive rich in pictorial as well as documentary treasure to bring us into the
prerevolutionary life of the village of Sergiyevskoye (now called Koltsovo), where the spacious
estate of his mothers family was the seat of a manor house as vast and imposing as a grand hotel.
In this village, on this estate--ringed with orchards, traversed by endless paths through linden
groves, overseen by a towering brick church, and bordered by a sparkling-clear river--we live
through the cycle of a year: the springtime mud, summertime card parties, winter nights of music
and good talk in a haven safe from the bitter cold and ever-present snow. Family recollections of
life a century ago summon up an aura of devotion to tsar and church. The unjust, benevolent,
complicated, and ultimately doomed relationship between master and peasants--leading to
growing unrest, then to civil war--is subtly captured. Diary entries record the social breakdown step
by...
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The ideal pdf i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will like the way the author create this book.
-- Elia ne B edna r-- Elia ne B edna r

The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea  Aufder ha r-- Althea  Aufder ha r
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